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Equus 3140 Innova Diagnostic Code 
Scanner for OBDI and OBDII Vehicles
Other products by Equus

  (38 customer reviews)

List Price: $477.51 
Price: $204.99 & this item ships for FREE with 

Super Saver Shipping. Details
You Save: $272.52 (57%)

In Stock.
Ships from and sold by Amazon.com.

Want it delivered Wednesday, August 5? Order it in the
next 8 hours and 26 minutes, and choose One-Day Shipping
at checkout. Details 

15 new from $192.95

Product Features

Provides SAE enhanced Live Data - views, records, and plays back live PCM data streams

Designed to retrieve diagnostic codes in all OBD2 (1996 and newer) and some of the most popular OBD1 (1981 to 1995) 
vehicles

Communicates with all OBD 2 protocols: C.A.N. (Controller Area Network), ISO 9141, J1850PWM, J1850VPW, KWP 2000 
ISO 14230-4

Displays Freeze Frame Data

Unique patented all-in-one screen display and LED display make diagnosis quick and easy

Frequently Bought Together

Total List Price: $579.62
Price For All Three: To see our price, add these items to 
your cart. Why don't we show the price? 

Shop All Departments Cart Wish List

Automotive

Find out more about OBD2 and diagnostic solutions from 
Innova. OBD2--the "brains" of your car--exists in every 1996 
and newer vehicle sold in the U.S. and stands for On Board 
Diagnostics. When a problem develops with your vehicle, the 
OBD2 system stores an error code to pinpoint the problem and 
triggers the Check Engine light to illuminate.

04:42

This item: Equus 3140 Innova Diagnostic Code Scanner for OBDI and OBDII Vehicles by Equus

In Stock.
Ships from and sold by Amazon.com.
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Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought

Equus 3614 
Compression Tester - 
6 Piece Kit

 (3)  $34.99

TRENDnet USB to 
Serial Converter

 (39)  $14.95

Keyspan High Speed 
USB Serial Adapter (
USA-19HS )

 (138) 

$30.04

OBD-II & 
ELECTRONIC ENGINE 
MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS TECHBOOK 
(Haynes Techbook)
by Chilton

 (5)  $22.95

USB to Serial RS-232 
DB9 Adapter Cable 
[Office Product]

 (23)  $6.69

› Explore similar items

Product Details

Innova Features and Functions [PDF] | Product Manual [2.37mb PDF]

Product Dimensions: 15 x 3 x 10.2 inches ; 5.8 pounds

Shipping Weight: 6.1 pounds (View shipping rates and policies)

Shipping: Currently, item can be shipped only within the U.S.

Note: Gift-wrapping is not available for this item.

ASIN: B000R3SNJU

Item model number: 3140

Average Customer Review:   (38 customer reviews)

Amazon.com Sales Rank: #28 in Automotive (See Bestsellers in Automotive)

Popular in these categories: (What's this?)

#4 in  Automotive > Tools & Equipment > Diagnostic & Test Tools > Engine Analyzers
#4 in  Automotive > Tools & Equipment > Diagnostic & Test Tools > Code Readers & Scan Tools

 Would you like to give feedback on images?

Product Specifications

Product Information
Brand: Equus

Sizing and Specifications
Item Weight: 5.8 Pounds

Product Description

Amazon.com
The Equus 3140 Innova Dignostic Code Scanner is an enhanced scan tool that is loaded with many professional features. If
you are new to diagnostic scanners, this handy tool connects to your vehicle, scans various parts of your car, truck or SUV, 
and retrieves a list of diagnostic trouble codes (DTCs) and code definitions from your vehicle's computer. But even if you're a
veteran to scanners and auto repair, you'll be impressed with the new functionality that Equus has added to the 3140. This 
device not only scans your vehicle, it also allows you to freeze-frame live timing and pinpoint your vehicle's problem. Instead
of having to recreate a scenario over and over again, you can now playback the timing to scrutinize all the data and make a 
clear diagnosis. Combine this with Internet connectivity and the ability to interface with a PC, and you have a powerful, 
professional diagnostic scanner in the palm of your hand. 

As government agencies establish more stringent emission laws, vehicles continue 
to become more sophisticated for maintenance and repairs, forcing professional 
mechanics, DIYers, and consumers alike to find easy-to-use tools for diagnosing 
their vehicles. Many tools have already been developed to access these powerful 
on-board vehicle computers, but the Equus tool is particularly simple to use and 
surprisingly affordable. It is designed to be used by almost anyone, from the 
weekend mechanic to the ASE master technician. The 3140 Diagnostic Code 
Scanner can retrieve diagnostic codes in all OBD II (1996 and newer) and some of 

This item ships for FREE with Super Saver Shipping. Details 

Equus 3640 Professional Fuel Injection Pressure Tester by Equus

In Stock.
Ships from and sold by Amazon.com.
This item ships for FREE with Super Saver Shipping. Details 

Equus 3614 Compression Tester - 6 Piece Kit by Equus

In Stock.
Ships from and sold by Amazon.com.
This item ships for FREE with Super Saver Shipping. Details 
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The Equus 3140 easily scans all OBD-II 
and many OBD-I vehicles. 

the most popular OBD I (1982 to 1995) vehicles. The scanner features a unique, 
patented all-in-one LCD screen that shows 25 parameters at once without the need 
to scroll through time consuming menus. Separate LED indicators located below the
screen provide quick OBD I/M emissions checks; so you'll know if you're ready to 
pass those ever-increasingly stringent laws. Equus built the 3140 to display 
on-screen DTC definitions and user interfaces in English, Spanish, or French, and 
the trilingual language selection is accessed via a simple menu command. This 
device can store diagnostic codes in its memory for off-car review and analysis. 
Additionally, you can connect the 3140 to your PC with the included cables and 
software to generate, print, and save detailed diagnostic reports--and even update 
the scanner via the Internet. 

The 3140 links to all OBD II protocols including CAN (Controller Area Network). The 
tool captures and displays freeze frame data that will help you pinpoint and troubleshoot any problem. This device is 
equipped to retrieve the following OBD II diagnostic trouble codes (DTCs): Generic Codes (P0, P2, P3, and U0) and 
Manufacturer Specific Codes (P1, P3, and U1). In addition, the tool provides live data (view, record, and playback live PCM 
data streams), bi-directional testing, vehicle ID capture, and O2 sensor results. 

The Equus 3140 can also perform diagnostic scans for the following OBD I vehicles: 

General Motors: all 1982-1993, and some 1994-1995 models
Ford, Lincoln, and Mercury: 1983-1995 models with EEC-IV systems (KOEO, KOER, timing check, cylinder balance test,
output state test, and wiggle test) 
Toyota/Lexus: 1991-1995
Chrysler/Dodge/Plymouth: 1984-1995
Jeep: 1993-1995

Warranty
Limited one-year warranty.

What's in the Box
Equus 3140 Diagnostic Code Scanner, OBD-PC link software, cables, storage case, and user's manual.

FEATURES & FUNCTIONS 3030 3100 3120 3130 3140 3150 3160
Tool Coverage
1996 to Present (OBD2 Certified) Vehicle 
Coverage
Protocol: Keyword 2000, ISO 9141, J-1850 (VPW 
& PWM)
New ISO 15765 / C.A.N. Protocol
Tool Features
Patented All-In-One Display, 20+ Info. On One 
Screen
All Hot Keys for Intuitive Navigation - Plug-n-Play
Color-Coded LEDs Verify State OBD Emissions 
Test Readiness
Internet Updateable
Battery Backup for Off-Vehicle Review  
On Screen Definitions in English, Spanish & 
French

 

Optional Online RepairSolutions at CanOBD2.com
OBD2 Features (1996 to Present)
Retrieves Generic & Manufacturer Specific Codes
Erase Button Turns Off "Check Engine" Light
Store & Display Freeze Frame Data  
OEM Enhanced & Transmission Codes   
Enhanced SAE Diagnostics (J1979 & J2190)   
View and Record Enhanced OBD2 (1996 and 
above) Live Data

   

Diagnoses ABS faults on most 1996 and newer 
GM, Ford and Chrysler vehicles
OBD1 Features (1982 to 1995)
OBD1 Domestic Coverage: Ford (+ Self Tests), 
GM, Chrysler (82-95)

     

OBD1 Import Coverage: Toyota / Lexus (89-95)      
Color-Coded Cable Heads      
Bonus Features
English, Spanish, French Software & Instructions
Custom PC Software to Generate Reports & 
Update Tool
Mode 6 - 02 Sensor Testing / Mode 9 - VIN 
Identification

   

Backlit blue LCD display    

Product Description
Equus Ford Code Reader Extension Cable for EPI3145
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Advertise on Amazon

5 star:  (21)
4 star:  (9)
3 star:  (3)
2 star:  (3)
1 star:  (2)

   

Customers Who Viewed This Item Also Viewed

Equus 3120 Innova 
Diagnostic Code 
Scanner with Freeze 
Frame Data for OBDI 
and OBDII Vehicles

 (15) 

$145.61

Equus 3160 Innova
ABS + Professional 
CanOBD2 Diagnostic 
Code Scanner for 
OBDII Vehicles with 
Back-lit Screen and 
Enhanced Live Data
Click for price

Equus 3130 Innova 
Diagnostic Code 
Scanner with Live, 
Record and Playback 
Data Capability for 
OBDII Vehicles

 (71) 

$134.99

Equus 3150 Innova 
ABS + Professional 
CanOBD2 Diagnostic 
Code Scanner for 
OBDII Vehicles
Click for price

Actron CP9190 Elite 
AutoScanner Pro 
Diagnostic Code 
Scanner Kit (Includes 
CP9185 Base 
Scanner, OBDI & 
OBDII Cables with 
Hard Case)

 (11) 

$270.44

› Explore similar items

Customers Viewing This Page May Be Interested in These Sponsored Links  (What's this?)

Do-It-Yourself Repairs
   www.obdii.com/AutoTap All about OBDII Free repair info from AutoTap.com 

Nissan diagnostic parts
   www.blazt.biz OBDII software and more well priced and in stock 

Professional OBD Tools
   www.Allobdtool.com Preferential price Timely delivery 

Tags Customers Associate with This Product (What's this?)

Click on a tag to find related items, discussions, and people.

diagnostic code 
reader (7)

automotive test 
equipment (5)

car diagnostic 
tool (4)

obd2 can scanner (4)

automotive (3)

innova (3)

diagnostic (2)

obd ii (2)

test tools (2)

equus (1)

obd (1)

See all 14 
tags...

Your tags: Add your first tag

Search Products Tagged with
  

Help others find this product — tag it for Amazon search
No one has tagged this product for Amazon search yet. Why not be the first to suggest a search for which it should appear?

 

Customer Reviews

38 Reviews

 

 
Average Customer Review

 (38 customer reviews)
 

 

  
Share your thoughts with other customers:

Most Helpful Customer Reviews

 46 of 46 people found the following review helpful:

 Excellent Scan tool for a great price, 
September 18, 2007

By J (USA) - See all my reviews

I've been working on cars a while now and I've used a few of these
type of code readers/scanners (Snap-on and Mac) and I've found 
that this one does almost everything you would expect a pro model 
to do and a price that can't be beat. Shows everything you really 
need to know, the screen is very large and easy to read, the button 
layout is good, but can be confusing at first, there should have been 
an extra button or two as some of the controls do double or triple 
duty, you have to read the manual and have it on hand until you 
get used to the controls. I've used it right away to diagnose a 
problem in my late model truck and have plugged it in to a number 
of makes and models with great success. It's results are almost as 
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detailed as say the Snap-on, but it costs 1/10 the price! The 
included software is nice, but not as full featured as it should be in 
saving data results. I highly recommend doing a firmware update to 
the unit, mine shipped with firmware 1.0 and the new firmware v2 
adds some extra diagnostic functions, such as advanced DTC codes 
for some makes and updates the DTC code library in the unit, the 
unit seemed to read live data faster as well. Being able to read OBD 
I codes is a plus, but there are many limitations on the makes and 
models, a glaring omission is the lack of Nissan OBD I (Just because 
I own a older Nissan!). I do all my own repairs and would highly 
recommend this unit. The unit comes with two nylon cases, one for 
the unit, OBD II cable, manual and the other for pc serial cable and 
OBD I adapters and the cases zip together for easy transport. I do 
have one big complaint, this is 2007, who uses serial connectors 
anymore? my laptop does not even have one, I have to go out and
buy a serial to USB2.0 adapter, it works well and the unit synced 
fine with my laptop with the adapter, but you would figure that they 
would have put the serial connector to rest by now.

 Comment | Permalink | Was this review helpful to you? 
   (Report this) 

 22 of 22 people found the following review helpful:

 ok for obd2 but obd1 beware, December 25, 2007

By joe palmquist (MN USA) - See all my reviews

i recently purchased a 3140 scanner and have found it works really
well on obd2 vehicles but on obd1 it has some short falls i own a 93 
dodge truck and it will flash out 4 codes through the check engine 
light but the scanner only retrieves 2 of them i also tried it on a 92 
chevy astro van with a egr code the scanner did not retrieve that 
code either i emailed the companys tech support a couple weeks 
ago about it and still have got no reply figured this might help some 
people considering their purchase p.s.it does not work on a 95 
grand am with a 3100

 Comment | Permalink | Was this review helpful to you? 
   (Report this) 

 27 of 28 people found the following review helpful:

 how to update, January 13, 2008

By Player 1 - See all my reviews

My 3140 arrived with PC_SOFTWARE 1.32, and FIRMWARE 1.01 
To update: 
Install the software from the CD onto your computer, connect the 
tool to the PC, and turn on the tool. A "USB Serial Adapter" such as 
Keyspan High Speed USB Serial Adapter ( USA-19HS ) makes this 
much easier. 
Select "Update" from the PC software menu --- and it will say a 
PC_SOFTWARE update is available, but your hardware is "up to 
date". 
Download the new PC software (17 mb file), install, and run it. 
Hit "Update" again now, and it will say that a FIRMWARE update is 
available. Download the new 'BIN' file (2 mb), and install it in the
tool as outlined in the directions. 
Currently I have PC_SOFTWARE 1.33, and FIRMWARE 1.02 

 Comment | Permalink | Was this review helpful to you? 
   (Report this) 

Share your thoughts with other customers: 

› See all 38 customer reviews...

Most Recent Customer Reviews

 Great step up from simple 
code reader
I bought this unit to replace my old code
reader. This new unit has far more
features, such as OBD1, and gives loads 
of information. Read more
Published 1 month ago by Jim Bashford

 car meter
Great device to determine the meaning to
the problem code when the check engine 
light comes on. I was able to quickly
determine the root of the reason the light 
on my dash came... Read more
Published 2 months ago by Jeff

 Best value scan tool 
PERIOD!
I do some pretty in depth mechanic work,
but I couldn't justify the price of the 
Genisys type (professional) scanners.
Read more
Published 2 months ago by M. Briesemeister

 Great for OBD-II, mixed for 
OBD-I
All information I could find before
purchase indicated that the unit would 
work with Toyota/Lexus 85-95 (OBD-I); 
however it turns out that certain 
models/years are not covered...
Read more
Published 3 months ago by Dre

 Equus Innova 3140 
DCS-OBD I and II
I have really enjoy using this scanner,
especially because of it's versatility by 
handling OBD I and II and the Live 
feedback from the engine too.
Published 3 months ago by Dan from MN

 Returning for refund: No 
OBD-I for me, but OBD-II did fine
I asked friends to check out this product
on the 'net before I bought it, and 
compared it to 2 other brands w/ similar 
features. Read more
Published 3 months ago by Robert L. Patton

 Equus 3140
I am very satisfied with my purchase.
This code scanner is well constructed and 
easy to use. It saved me a lot of time and
helped me to quickly resolve the "check 
engine" light... Read more
Published 3 months ago by John Hayes

 Easy to feel ripped off.
I was disappointed with this product. It
seems to read OBD II vehicles fine. There 
is plenty of warnings in other reviews 
that you WILL have difficulty trying to 
read say a 1991... Read more
Published 3 months ago by impartial

 Works Good
It arrived on time and works well. It
couldn't read all the option on my 2000 
Infiniti G20 (SR20 motor), but did pull off 
the engine code and turn off my check 
engine light. Read more
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Prompts for sign-in

  Guidelines automotive (15 discussions)automotive (15 discussions)

Published 4 months ago by T. Nguyen

 Innova OBD 3140. Richard 
from Baltimore
I only used my UBD 3140 3 times and it
works great. My girl friend has a 2005 
Jeep Liberty, her check eng light came on 
about a month ago but it did'ent stay on 
long I used the... Read more
Published 5 months ago by Richard Hoover

Search Customer Reviews

 Only search this product's reviews

› See all 38 customer reviews...

 

Customer Discussions  Beta (What's this?)
New! See all customer communities, and bookmark your communities to keep track of them.

This product's forum (1 discussion)

 Discussion Replies Latest Post

Automotive Code Scanners? 2 March 2009

› See all discussions...  

Start a new discussion

Topic:

First post:

 Receive e-mail when new posts are made

   
The Automotive community

Latest activity
9 hours ago

4,457 customers have contributed 3,471
products, 162 lists & guides and more...

› Explore the community

The Tools community

Latest activity
45 minutes ago

2,432 customers have contributed 2,192
products, 106 lists & guides and more...

› Explore the community

Related forums

Explore more
› See all Customer Communities
› Your communities

Product Information from the Amapedia Community Beta (What's this?)

Be the first person to add an article about this item at Amapedia.com. 

› See featured Amapedia.com articles 

Listmania!

Active discussions in related forums
 Discussion Replies Latest Post

automotive

"Fast & Furious" and one other product 
newly tagged automotive

0 9 hours ago

automotive

I dont mind paying $3 a gallon for gas. 104 19 hours ago

automotive

have you been ripped off by an auto 
repair shop?

14 21 hours ago

automotive

The Real reason GM is failing 169 22 hours ago

automotive

cars - Gone in 60 Seconds - what was/is 
your "Eleanor"

15 3 days ago

automotive

topside oil changes, do it your self 10 7 days ago

automotive

Will Slime fix air shocks? 2 10 days ago

automotive

Rear Seat Child Safety Lock 2 15 days ago
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New, Next-Gen Code Scanners Offer Live Timing and More: A list 
by Amazon.com Automotive Team "Automotive Editors"

 Sev's Guide: A list by Sev "stisev"

 My home theater...: A list by Y. Moun "z"

Create a Listmania! list

Search Listmania!

So You'd Like to...

 
Choose an Automotive code reader/scanner: A guide by Shane 
Burnett "Auto Editor"

 
Find the Best (aa/aaa) Battery Charger: A guide by John 
Dziadecki

 Buy a Rechargeable Battery: A guide by jerry i h

Create a guide

Search Guides

Look for Similar Items by Category

Automotive > Tools & Equipment > Diagnostic & Test Tools > Code Readers & Scan Tools

Automotive > Tools & Equipment > Diagnostic & Test Tools > Engine Analyzers

 

Feedback

 If you need help or have a question for Customer Service, contact us.

 Would you like to give feedback on images?

 Is there any other feedback you would like to provide? Click here

Where's My Stuff?

Track your recent orders.

View or change your orders in Your 
Account.

Shipping & Returns

See our shipping rates & policies.

See FREE shipping information.

Return an item (here's our Returns 
Policy).

Need Help?

Forgot your password?

Buy gift cards.

Visit our Help department.
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